
 

 

Oceanside Photographers Club  

Welcomes Visitors 

 

Visitors may attend two free meetings (either/or  

general meeting or education meeting) before  

deciding whether to join the club. Please check in at 

the membership desk as you enter. The annual dues 

are $48 for the first year (which includes a name tag) 

and $36 per year afterwards. Dues are prorated 

monthly for new members joining  

between June and April.  

Meeting  

Times 

 

OPC General Meetings are held the first  
Wednesday of the month from 7:00 to 9:00 
PM in the East Hall at the Qualicum Beach 
Civic Centre.  
 
OPC Education Meetings take place on the 
third Tuesday of the month at 7:00PM in the 
Windsor Room at the Qualicum Beach Civic 
Centre. Bring your camera and manual if  you 
would like help.  

The aim of the OPC is to promote learning, sharing  

and the enjoyment of photography in a convivial atmosphere. 
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THE SHUTTERBUG 

This newsletter is published monthly via  
posting to the club website. Back issues can 
also be accessed from the website.  
 

SUBMISSIONS 

The newsletter team welcomes  
suggestions, questions, ideas and photos 
that illustrate club activities.  
 
Sold an image? Exhibiting? Win a photo  
contest? Taking a photography related 
course? Been travelling and have a story 
and images to share? Other members 
would be interested in hearing about it. 
 

Please send material to the Newsletter 

Team at newsletter.opc@gmail.com 

 

CLUB MEETINGS 
Please remember to wear your name tag to 
club meetings and events.  

Lost your name tag? See Debra at the 
membership desk to order another, or  via 
membership.opc@gmail.com 
 

Due to allergies, asthma and other  
conditions, we request that you do not use 
any fragrance when attending club  
meetings.  

JOIN THE CLUB MANAGEMENT TEAM! 

We are looking for members to participate in the 

Oceanside Photographers Management Team.   

Currently we have  a vacancy for a  Social Director.  

Do consider  taking part in a team that strives to  

initiate club activities that are both educational and 

enjoyable!  
 
For more information, please speak with any of the 
management team at the general meeting or  
education meeting, or contact us at  
president.opc@gmail.com  
 
We would be more than happy to welcome and  
mentor you! 
 
 

AFFILIATIONS 

Oceanside Photography Club is a  
member of the Canadian Association of 
Photographic Arts 

For club executive contact information, upcoming 
general meetings, field trips, education meetings and 
assignments, please visit the OPC website.  

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp 
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CELEBRATION OF NATURE COMPETITION 2015 
By Jack Harynuk 

 

We placed 3rd overall!  Congratulations to Wayne Duke for receiving Best In Show and First in the 

Birds Category and ditto to Inge Riis McDonald for an Honourable Mention in the Mammals  

Category.  We had a total of 10 entries and only 8 could be entered.  So congratulations to Ken Ginther, 

Clifford Anderson, Gary White, Kathy Myroniuk, John Critchley and Jack Harynuk for their entries. 

 

After 4 years of entering almost as an afterthought, we did very well in the competition sponsored by 

the Lions Gate Camera Club.  Now, we need to prepare sooner and should give thought to any photos 

that we are taking this year and consider their possibility in the competition.   

 

There are 3 categories - Birds, Mammals and General (anything other than birds or mammals).  The 

major rules are that there should be no evidence of the hand of man and the image cannot have been in 

a previous competition. Extensive post processing of images encouraged. We’ll post the rules later this 

year when they are received.   However, keep track of those shots, share ideas on improving them with 

other members and be ready for the next competition. 

 

Finally, we will have a DVD with all 184 images sent to us before long.  It is set to music and in prior 

years has only run on a Windows computer.  If you would like to borrow it send a note to Jack Harynuk 

- technical.opc@gmail.com  
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STUMP A CHUMP! 

Welcome to our feature page in which you are invited to submit a ‘how do I’ photography question that 

is ‘stumping’ you. Please submit your question to newsletter.opc@gmail.com by the 15th of each month 

and read the newsletter issue at the end of the same month for your answer! 

Question:  

How do I capture natural looking skies in my photographs? 

 

Answer:  
Most people tend to pay little or no attention to the sky portion of a photograph except those who are 

deliberately photographing landscapes and the like. So when The Chump received a question that was 

concerned with post processing and natural looking skies a sharp inrush of breath and accompanying 

gasp was heard. Could it be that The Chump was finally Stumped? Say it's not so!  Wahhh!  The Sky is 

Falling!! 

 

Of course the problem here is what is considered to be natural and what artificial. The sky is generally 

brighter than the land and as such will either drown out the land portion and cause an underexposed 

land area or, itself get overexposed if the exposure on the land portion is corrected. Let's look at the 

problem as viewed by the camera. If you use matrix (area) metering for your shooting the camera looks 

at your composition and then compares it with it's data base of some 30,000 scenes in order to  

determine how to best expose the frame. This creates an  average value that will attempt to preserve the 

highlights and allow the shadow detail to remain. If  on the other hand you are using spot metering, on 

your subject’s face, or other focal point, then the comparison does not take place and the camera will 

assume you know what you are doing and will expose for the source under the spot. Under these  

circumstances the sky will be incorrectly exposed, either under or over, depending on the relative 

brightness of the point under the spot. So again we must ask ourselves whether we are comfortable 

with the camera making the decisions on the exposure or whether we should be doing our job and 

thinking it through. 

 

The best way to prevent the sky from looking artificial in these circumstances would be to frame the 

shot so as to minimize the amount of sky in the frame, or, even better, to exclude sky altogether unless 

it is an integral part of the shot. To this end, wedding photographers often use step ladders to achieve a 

high vantage point and to exclude the sky from their work, and professional photographers use  

background drop sheets with fake skies on them to get the results they are looking for, but this is for 

obvious reasons beyond the scope of most of us. Using Photoshop in a better sky is always an option  

for those comfortable using Photoshop or other layer-capable software. 
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One solution to this conundrum is the use of a polarizing filter to create a vivid dramatic sky but there 

are a couple of caveats here. Polarizing filters and wide angle lenses do not play well together and you 

will get dark and light areas especially on a blue background sky if the lens is too wide. Consider that 

focal lengths up to about 50mm are too wide for the best effect and telephoto lenses provide much  

better effects due to their limited field of view. Also bear in mind that the angle of the shot to the sun 

will greatly influence the effect of the polarizing filter and that the filter's effect is greatest when pointed 

at 90 degrees to the sun and least when pointed either at or directly away from the sun. Also be aware 

that this type of filter does not, per se, make for a natural sky, but a more vivid and dramatic sky.  

 

I suppose the easiest way to get a natural looking sky is to expose for the sky itself and adjust for the 

rest of the picture in post processing. The graduated filter built into almost all software can accomplish 

a general lightening or darkening of the sky or indeed any other part of the frame to the taste of the 

photographer. There are many tools that can accomplish this in software.  

 

For those in the know, there is also the possibility of specific color filters on the lens. Although this is a 

dying art, the use of red, yellow or other color filters can greatly alter and enhance the look of your  

photograph. Filter use is often thought of as the purview of black and white photography but there are a 

few color filters that can be of significant use in colour photography. But this option is expensive as it 

involves purchasing the filter.  Consider also the use of graduated neutral density filters to darken an 

otherwise too bright sky, or beach, or snow scene. These filters can be duplicated in software. One must 

also consider the use of HDR techniques to achieve the desired effect. 

 

So far there has been a lot of rambling on but little concrete advice on achieving a "natural" sky. So here 

goes:- 

 

Try setting the exposure to a minus 1 ev (exposure value) and using the matrix metering system. This 

will, if all goes according to plan, produce a well balanced photo that is a little underexposed. Use of the 

graduated filter in Lightroom or Photoshop, or most other software will allow the darker areas to be 

lightened while the sky is maintained at the original observed value. Maintaining the original value and 

look is the best way to obtain a natural looking sky is it not? 

 
Cheers from ‘The Chump’ 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH 
By Shelley Harynuk and Vivienne Bearder 

 

Shelley’s Method 

When you travel it is so nice to be able to share your adventures with your friends and family back 

home. Some people like to send emails, others do blog posts via web pages and others, like myself,  

use MailChimp to create blog type emails. These are not the only options available. You can post on  

Facebook, send texts if you buy a plan for your phone or send emails where wifi is available. 

 

I have been very happy with using MailChimp. Everyone in the Oceanside Photographers is familiar 

with MailChimp whether you are aware of it or not. The Club Secretary sends out the weekly Chatter 

via MailChimp and your monthly Newsletter is announced using MailChimp. It is an email marketing 

service and is free for campaigns with up to 2,000 subscribers and allows for up to 12,000 emails per 

month. If you have more than that many people to share your travel tales with then you will have to 

consider a different style of communication. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MailChimp: Sending email newsletters with mailChimp—Beginner’s turorial 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgjJJf3xnMc 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (Part 2) 

 

Vivienne’s Method 

Like Shelley, I enjoy sharing my news and photographs when I am traveling, but I use a website for  

describing the trip and for posting photographs, links to places/restaurants/museums, etc. My website 

design varies with each trip, and the last one I created was more of a blog style but with separate tabs 

for additional photographs. I have been using a web site platform called Weebly which allows you to 

create different styles of websites and features a user friendly drag and drop format. Weebly offers 

many webpage styles and you can preview each style with your own text so that you can decide which 

style you prefer the best.  You can set privacy levels for both the site as a whole and for the comments 

section.  I prepare the site ahead of the trip by inserting links, descriptions of locations, etc. then write 

the blogs and add photos as I travel. This method is not for everyone, but I enjoy it.  

 

Weebly offers both free and paid versions and you can also try it for free. I pay an annual fee, which 

gives me additional features and allows me to create 10 websites.  http://www.weebly.com/ 
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RICK HULBERT 

WORKSHOP   

 
Vice President Review 

By Brad Powell 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your Oceanside Photographers Club proudly hosted a photography workshop on Saturday February 
6th. The full day workshop featured prominent west coast architect and photographer, Rick Hulbert.  
 
Happily we can announce that the workshop was an overwhelming success. We sold all 100 tickets and 
could have probably sold 20 more because of heavy last minute demand. Our own club members  
enthusiastically supported the workshop by purchasing the majority of tickets but we also sold tickets 
to many photographers from the Comox, Nanaimo, Ladysmith, and Cowichan Valley photography 
clubs. 
 

I don’t think there is any doubt that our audience enjoyed the workshop immensely. All of the emails 
and other feedback I have received so far from those who attended the workshop has been  
overwhelmingly positive and enthusiastic! Rick Hulbert certainly is an excellent communicator and a 
very entertaining speaker (and of course had a most receptive audience to work with). I think a lot of 
us, including myself, came away from the workshop with one or more of those “aha!” moments  
pertaining to our own photography and also had a lot of good laughs along the way. By far and away  
the most common question/comment I got at the end of the workshop was people asking me when we 
could have Rick back again! 
 

The creation and planning of the workshop was a long and eventful road. It all started way back last 
summer when our management committee first met and discussed this and agreed to look into hiring  
a speaker and hosting a workshop. 
 
Naturally our first task was to find a suitable speaker. This should have been the hardest part but was 
actually one of the easiest. Initially I had researched approximately 20 potential speakers and was in 
the process of contacting all of them about doing a workshop for us. I mentioned what I was doing to 
Dennis McMahon, a friend of mine, and a member of the Harbour City Photography Club. Dennis is a 
major photography workshop junkie and has travelled all over North America to take workshops from 
many of today’s top teaching photographers, such as Tony Sweet and Bryan Peterson. Dennis told me 
he knew of the perfect speaker for us and proceeded to tell me about Rick. The rest as they say is  
history. I presented Rick as a potential candidate to the management committee. They took a good look 
at his website, and qualifications and reviews and agreed that he was indeed our guy! I also have to say 
that the more contact I had with Rick, the more convinced I became that he really was going to be the 
perfect speaker for our first workshop.  
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Then of course came all the little details, like choosing a date and finding a venue for the workshop. As 
you know we ended up changing venues mid-stream when it became apparent the room we had  
initially booked at the Parksville Civic Centre was just not going to suit our purposes. Thanks to the  
efforts of our Treasurer Ed Dunnett and President Richard Peeke Vout, we found the room at the Beach 
Resort early enough to make the change a relatively smooth affair. 
 
Everyone on your management committee pitched in in one way or another to make this event such a 
success for the Club and its members and deserves a round of applause. They supported the event right 
from the start and that made organizing it so much easier. But I think we all need to give an extra big 
hand to the following fine people. Firstly to our Past President Vivienne Bearder who managed all the 
ticket sales and kept the event so beautifully organized. Secondly to the dynamic duo of our President 
Richard Peeke Vout, and Treasurer Ed Dunnett. Between them they found our new location and made 
so many of the essential last minute decisions that made the event go off without a hitch.   

 
If you attended the workshop we’d love to get your honest feedback. If you’d like the Club to look into 
hosting another workshop please let us know too. If you know of any speakers that you think might be  
a good follow-up to Rick please let us know about them. You can send me their name, website, and any 
other info you think might help. And most importantly, if you’d like to volunteer to be part of a  
committee to hold another workshop in the future please let me know so I can give you a  
complimentary shoulder massage at the next meeting and bring you some free refreshments. 
 
Brad Powell,  Vice President 
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Rick Hulbert speaking about vision and  
perception.   
 

Photograph by Jack Harynuk 

Rick Hulbert speaking with Jack Harynuk, 
Dorothy Morrison and others.   
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RICK HULBERT WORKSHOP  - PARTICIPANT REVIEW 
By John Critchley 

 

 

Calling myself a wildlife photographer would be a tad ostentatious. An amateur photographer who  
enjoys taking pictures of wildlife would be a kinder assessment of my sensibilities and capabilities. I 
enjoy the quiet and the element of chance involved in getting a memorable shot, and I have had one or 
two memorable shots. But I hesitate to call myself a wildlife photographer as that title invokes some 
measure of accomplishment. And I am not an accomplished wildlife photographer, just a hobbyist. I 
take lots of pictures in the hope that one or two may be worth keeping. So far, those odds are about 
right. One or two. I enjoy the challenge of taking good photos, of whatever is in front of the lens. I just 
never thought of buildings as particularly challenging. And I hate it when people stick a camera in my 
face as I am going about my business on the streets and so I don't do it to others. Besides all that I am a 
country boy and really don't like architecture or buildings as an art form or even a significant  
landmark. 
 
And I am always up for the challenge of staying awake long enough to learn from others who espouse 
more and better credentials then my own. So when I heard that Rick Hulbert was going to talk for a 
whole day about architectural and street photography I stifled a yawn and tried to look interested.  
Really? A whole day on buildings? OMG and its going to cost us how much to get this guy over from the 
mainland? 
 
Gee whiz. Of course I'll go, what else do I have to do on a cold day in February? Perhaps he will give me 
a secret code to persuade the grizzly to stand up on it's hind legs when I am ready to snap him, as the 
last one to board the bus and the only one with the shot . . .Hmmm :) Or the eagle will pluck a giant 
salmon from the water right in front of me and wink as he flies by. Hey I know what type of shot I want, 
OK? I just am not sure I am ever going to get it. 

Really, 9 to 5 with an hour off for good behavior at lunch time. About buildings, architecture, and 
strangers on the street. If I tried that I would get robbed of the camera gear. GAS stands for Got Any 
Secondhand cameras? Not Gear Acquisition Syndrome. OK. I'm in.  
 
On the level, he said. How to level the camera. You've got to be kidding me. It's lunch time already and 
that's all we've talked about. Nice pictures , though. So who knew pictures of buildings could be  
interesting. Surprise! Three hours on how to level the camera and how to crop pictures to make sure 
that the images are straight. And how to correct for distortion, and how the eye sees, and how the brain 
perceives. And some funny lines delivered very well, a pleasure to listen to. Actually a good dose of  
useful and informative words with good links and excellent pictures. Did I mention that the pictures 
were good? Reflections, light (Ah yes, light) and where to see good light and how to see through glass  
(Use a rubber lens cap and touch the glass with it to eliminate reflections) And how to crop images of 
buildings paying due attention to the edges. Everything has edges. Even edges have edges. 
 
So did I learn anything? Actually quite a lot about photographing buildings and how to align them 
properly. I learned about histograms and ETTR and that was useful. But to be perfectly honest, I 
learned very little about how to shoot wildlife, or landscape. But on the other hand I learned a great 
deal about photography and that can be applied to any sub discipline, like wildlife and landscape.  

Did I enjoy the show? Yes I did. Very much so. Would I enjoy another day listening to Rick Hulbert talk 
photography? I rather think I would. 
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CAMERA FUN ON A RAINY DAY 
By Les McLean 

 

When we are looking for furniture I take my camera into stores so we will have images at home. The 

images help us make certain the item(s) will fit in with the wall colours and decor already there.    

Inevitably I will find lots of glitz to catch my interest.  During our last visit to Lazy Boy Furniture in 

Nanaimo I came across these items that inspired me to raise the camera to eye. 

The motorcycle sculpture was found in the Men’s Room with very dim light.  It was shot at f/5.6 for 

1/10th of a second, well braced against the back wall.  The fastest shutter speed I managed was 1/30th  

of a second at 800 ISO.   

 

This just confirms the notion that fun can be had with the camera, wherever you are.  Happy snaps!    

P.S. And the answer is no, nothing fit, as per usual.  More money saved.  It’s the quest that counts, not 

bagging the prize. 
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CAMERA - MIRROR OR MIRRORLESS?  
By John Critchley 

 
 
Following on from my article on Which Camera Should I Buy (or Ask for)?, here are my thoughts on 
mirrored cameras vs mirrorless cameras.  Whether you choose mirrored or mirrorless, it depends upon 
what you are shooting; how much weight you can manage; your budget and lastly, on how comfortable 
you are with the intricacies of a DSLR.  Because that is the alternative to a mirror less, a DSLR. How 
much do you value a viewfinder and how good a view do you need for your shooting? How good a focus 
system do you need? All of these questions, when answered, give weight to either choice and make the 
decision that much more straightforward. 
 
First some easy stuff. Mirrorless cameras and DSLR's both produce excellent IQ (image quality) and 
you can shoot either without feeling hard done by. The DSLR has the advantage in auto focus for fast 
moving erratic subjects, the mirrorless is fine for static shots of anything that doesn't move very  
quickly. 
 
Mirrorless cameras are smaller and lighter than DSLR's because they have no mirror mechanism, no 
pentaprism or housing for both of these items. Another advantage of the missing mirror is that the  
mirrorless camera often is able to shoot faster sequences than the DSLR because there is no mirror 
slapping up and down and this also makes the camera much quieter in use than a DSLR. Indeed it can 
be completely silent which is great for kids theater, golf swings, and the like. 
 
DSLRs win the ease of aiming contest due to their viewfinders which tend to be larger and clearer than 
the mirrorless version, but there is some flexibility here in the make and model of digital (electronic) 
view finder available, and this varies considerably from model to model. In other words, you will need 
to pay particular attention to the viewfinder (assuming there is one, as some mirrorless cameras have 
none at all and rely on the rear viewing screen for framing) to determine whether the supplied option 
suits your purpose. Some newer cameras have touch screens that allow for choice of focusing points 
and other functional uses but there are few DSLR's that have a touch screen (The new Nikon D5, D500 
are two exceptions, but they are not due for release until March) 
 
Mirrorless cameras tend to be from manufacturers that have a more restricted array of available lenses 
which may be significant to you if a) you already have a significant investment in lenses or b) you  
anticipate needing a lot of lenses. But one manufacturer, Sony, has available a large number of third 
party adapters that allow Nikon and Canon lenses to be used with their bodies. 
 
Mirrorless cameras in broad general terms are suited to all sorts of photography except sports and 
wildlife largely due to their restricted auto focus systems and difficult framing characteristics. DSLRs 
are suitable to all types of photography, period, but are bigger, heavier and to a certain extent more  
expensive than mirrorless. The DSLR is more flexible, has a wider array of lenses available, better auto 
focus systems, better view finders, and usually MUCH longer battery life as they do not have to power 
the electronic view finder, theirs being optical. 
 
Mirrorless cameras are smaller, lighter, quieter and more suited to traveling photographers for those 
reasons. Their IQ can be as good as the DSLR and they offer some benefits not found on DSLRs (Such 
as focus peaking) and other electronic wizardry like blinkies.  
 
A very good source of reading for the mirrorless genre is : http://www.sansmirror.com/newsviews/ 
and the corollary to that site is: http://www.bythom.com/ 
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PHOTO ASSIGNMENT  WINNERS  

“Colour (or Lack of It)” 

Category: Colour 

  Second Place  

Sunset Colours 

Inge Riis McDonald 

Third Place  

Red Sails 

Lorna Curdie 

  First Place  

Rose Hips in the Snow 

Linda Lundberg 
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PHOTO ASSIGNMENT  WINNERS  

“Colour (or Lack of It)” 

Category: Black and White 

Second  

Night Time Glow 

Teresa Lange Kings 

 

Third Place  

The Frog on the Fence 

Mary Watts 

First Place  

Tree 

Clifford Anderson 
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 PHOTO ASSIGNMENT  WINNERS  

“Colour (or Lack of It)” 

Category: Digital Art 

First Place  
Vancouver Skyline 

Rick Horte 

Second Place  

Christmas Colours 

Inge Riis McDonald 

Third Place Tie 

Heron 

Wayne Duke 
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Twirl Flower 

Mary Watts 
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PHOTO ASSIGNMENT  WINNERS  

“Around the House” 

Category: Colour 

  Second Place  

Coloured Pencils 

Beate Kuhn 

Third Place  

Steaming Kettle 

Rick Horte 

  First Place  

Night Reading 

Frieda Van der Ree 
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PHOTO ASSIGNMENT  WINNERS  

“Around the House” 

Category: Black and White 

First Place  

Kneading Bread 

Mary Watts 

 

Second  

Forks 

Beate Kuhn 

Third Place 

The Visitor 

Clifford Anderson 
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Honourable 

Mention 

Glass Candles 

Rick Horte 
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 PHOTO ASSIGNMENT  WINNERS  

“Around the House” 

Category: Digital Art 

First Place  
Melting Pencils 

Beate Kuhn 

Second Place  

Warp Time 

Roy Watts 

Third Place Tie 

Skylight 

Ken Meisner 
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WEB LINKS  AND APPS FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS 

 
At Oceanside Photographers Club general and education meetings we find that members will tell us about web 

sites and apps of interest to photographers. We all know that there is a wealth of knowledge and  

creativity on the ‘net’, but we don’t always know where to start looking. This page will be a  regular feature in the 

newsletter, so if you have a particular web site you have found that you find useful or if you need help in finding a 

website on a particular photography topic, please contact the newsletter team at  

newsletter.opc@gmail.com  

Some of the Best Photographs of the Year - 2015 

Wildlife photographer of the year = show in Victoria 2015 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2015/oct/13/wildlife-photographer-of-the-year-
2015-winners-in-pictures 
 
Reuters photos of the year 2015 
http://www.reuters.com/news/picture/pictures-of-the-year?articleId=USRTX1VU9I 
 
The best photographs of 2015 - The Guardian 
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/dec/27/the-best-photographs-of-2015-in-pictures 
 
2016 Photo Contest Gallery 
www.worldpressphoto.org  
 
Contributed by Shelley Harynuk 
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Best Sites for Adobe Lightroom Tutorials, Training and Presets 
 
A roundup of more than 200 sites. http://valeriegoettsch.com/best-adobe-lightroom-sites/ 
 
Contributed by Frieda Van der Ree 

Why the Colour RED Made me a Better Photographer  

This article by Ken DuFault in Lightstalking explains why the colour RED and other elements adds 
visual weight to composition and how it helps present better photographs. A fun and informative read! 
http://www.lightstalking.com/color-red-made-better-photographer/?
utm_source=email&utm_medium=LSbroadcast 
 
How to Create Strong Compositions Using Colour Contrast 
 
Some of you may have attended the Oceanside Photographers Education session in which John  
Critchley descr ibed the va lue of using  contra sting  colours a s a  composition tool in  
photography.  Here is a Digital Photography School article that reinforces John’s teaching session. 
 
http://digital-photography-school.com/create-strong-compositions-using-color-contrast/ 
 
Contributed by Vivienne Bearder 

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
mailto:newsletter.opc@gmail.com
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2015/oct/13/wildlife-photographer-of-the-year-2015-winners-in-pictures
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2015/oct/13/wildlife-photographer-of-the-year-2015-winners-in-pictures
http://www.reuters.com/news/picture/pictures-of-the-year?articleId=USRTX1VU9I
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/dec/27/the-best-photographs-of-2015-in-pictures
http://www.worldpressphoto.org
http://valeriegoettsch.com/best-adobe-lightroom-sites/
http://www.lightstalking.com/color-red-made-better-photographer/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=LSbroadcast
http://www.lightstalking.com/color-red-made-better-photographer/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=LSbroadcast
http://digital-photography-school.com/create-strong-compositions-using-color-contrast/


 

EDITOR’S GRAB BAG 
By Shelley Harynuk 

 

 

 

 

We have recently moved my Mom into Assisted  

Living apartment.  She had lived in her home for 

more than 40 years so as you can imagine we had 

a lot of downsizing to do.  One of the most   

difficult things I encountered was weeding out 

her trove of photographs and it made me think 

about my own   photography.  As we went 

through her photos  everything that didn’t include 

a human or a pet was speedily sent to the trash 

bin.  Beautiful mountain and ocean shots, gar-

dens in England, Canada and elsewhere, thou-

sands of images - all trashed.  What mattered  

ultimately were the people and the pets - the 

heart beating, the breathing images.   

 

We are lucky because there were many people we 

couldn’t identify and Mom is still alive to fill in 

the blanks of who was who.  It makes me wonder 

what will be saved when I pass - all my pretty  

pictures of trees, flowers, eagles, bears etc. will 

likely be sent to the digital trash.  We are taking 

fewer and fewer photos of family, friends and pets 

because we are preoccupied with getting the shot.  

 

 

We recently attended the photography workshop with Rick Hulbert - one hundred photographers and 

not more than two or three with cameras taking photos of the event yet there we were learning how to 

take better photos and forgetting to chronicle the gathering. 

 

My new project is not to stop taking the pretty photos but to also take photos of our life and to label my 

files appropriately so that whomever comes after us will know who is pictured there.   

 

Shelly Harynuk 

Newsletter Director and Editor 
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